Reoperation following failed fundoplication.
Fifty patients reoperated for failed Nissen fundoplication are presented; 29 patients (group 2) were operated between 1983 and 1988 while 21 patients (group 1) were operated before 1983. In group 1, the "slipped Nissen" had been the most frequent cause of reoperation (48%). In group 2, the most frequent causes for the unsuccessful operation were: (1) partial or total disruption of the fundic wrap (62%), (2) slipping of the fundoplication, giving rise to the telescope phenomenon (21%), and (3) creation of a fundoplication which was too low (10%). Refundoplication was performed in cases where the dissection of the previously formed fundic wrap was possible (42/50 = 84%). In group 1, three patients were treated by resection of the cardia, one by an Angelchik prosthesis and one by a distal gastric resection with Roux-en-Y diversion. In group 2, fundectomy was performed in one patient; in another, an Angelchik device was inserted, and in a third patient, fundoplication and proximal gastric vagotomy were performed. The results were excellent or good in 66% of patients in group 1 and in 76% of group 2. Operative mortality was 2% and morbidity, 4%. In conclusion, repeat fundoplication is recommended when reestablishment of the fundic region anatomy is possible during dissection. The operation can usually be performed through an abdominal route. Meticulous preoperative evaluation of the patients including 24-hour pH measurement and manometry is necessary. Good results of refundoplication should be expected in 66%-76% of patients with recurrent disease.